
Eat Like a Local in the Netherlands: Your
Ultimate Guide to Dutch Cuisine
When visiting the Netherlands, exploring the local food scene is an absolute
must. The country boasts a rich culinary heritage that is often overshadowed by
its famous landmarks and cultural attractions. From hearty traditional dishes to
innovative modern cuisine, the Netherlands offers a delightful gastronomic
experience for food enthusiasts. In this guide, we'll take you on a mouthwatering
journey through Dutch cuisine, revealing the hidden gems and must-try dishes
that will make your trip memorable. So, get ready to dive into the world of Dutch
food and eat like a local!

The Dutch Food Culture

The Dutch food culture is heavily influenced by its geography and history.
Located in Northwestern Europe, the Netherlands has a diverse range of fresh
produce, including dairy products, vegetables, and seafood. The country's history
of trade and colonization has also infused its cuisine with flavors from all around
the world. Dutch food is often characterized by its simplicity, hearty portions, and
a focus on quality ingredients.

Breakfast and Brunch

In the Netherlands, breakfast is not to be taken lightly. Dutch breakfast usually
consists of slices of fresh bread, butter, cheese, and a variety of toppings such as
sliced meats, jam, or chocolate sprinkles called "hagelslag." Brunch is also a
popular option, especially on weekends, and typically includes savory items like
eggs, bacon, and sausages.
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Lunchtime Delights
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For lunch, the Dutch often enjoy a warm meal. "Broodje kroket," bread filled with
a deep-fried meat ragout, is a beloved lunchtime staple. Another popular choice is
"broodje haring," a fresh raw herring served on a bun with onions and pickles. If
you're looking for a quick and tasty lunch, try a "kaasbroodje," a warm cheese-
filled pastry.

Dinner Delicacies

When it comes to dinner, there are plenty of delicious options to choose from.
One iconic Dutch dish is "stamppot," a comforting mix of mashed potatoes and
vegetables, often served with smoked sausage. Another hearty favorite is
"erwtensoep," a thick pea soup packed with smoked sausage, vegetables, and
bacon. If you're feeling adventurous, don't miss out on "haring," a raw herring
typically served with onions and pickles.
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Vegetarian and Vegan Options

For vegetarian and vegan visitors, the Netherlands also has a variety of options.
Traditional dishes like "kaasstengels" (cheese sticks), "kaassoufflé" (cheese
soufflé), and "bitterballen" (fried meatballs) are often available in vegetarian
versions. There are also numerous restaurants and cafes offering plant-based
cuisine, with innovative dishes made from local seasonal ingredients.

Sweet Treats and Snacks

No gastronomic journey in the Netherlands is complete without indulging in some
sweet treats and snacks. "Stroopwafels," thin waffle cookies filled with caramel
syrup, are a classic Dutch delight. "Poffertjes," mini fluffy pancakes served with
powdered sugar and butter, are a must-try as well. And let's not forget the famous
"Dutch apple pie," a scrumptious pie loaded with chunks of apple and a crumbly
buttery crust.
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The Best Places to Eat Like a Local

Now that you know the must-try dishes of Dutch cuisine, it's time to discover the
best places to eat like a local in the Netherlands. Whether you're looking for an
authentic neighborhood joint or a Michelin-starred restaurant, the country has
something for every taste and budget.

Amsterdam
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Start your culinary journey in the capital city of Amsterdam, where you'll find a
plethora of dining options. For a true local experience, head to "Brouwerij 't IJ," a
brewery located in a former windmill serving delicious craft beers and traditional
Dutch snacks. "De Kas" is another gem, offering a unique farm-to-table
experience with its greenhouse-inspired restaurant.

Rotterdam

Rotterdam, known for its modern architecture, is also a great destination for food
lovers. "Fenix Food Factory" is a food hall that showcases a variety of local
producers and artisans. Here, you can taste everything from fresh bread and
cheese to craft beer and seafood. For a fine dining experience, "FG Restaurant"
offers innovative and artistic dishes that will satisfy even the most discerning
palates.

The Hague

As the seat of the Dutch government, The Hague is a city rich in history and
culture. To experience Dutch cuisine at its finest, visit "Restaurant Zheng." This
Michelin-starred restaurant serves modern Chinese cuisine with a Dutch twist,
creating a culinary fusion that is truly unique. For a more casual experience,
"Eetcafé de Bieb" offers traditional Dutch dishes in a cozy setting. Don't forget to
try their famous "bitterballen"!

Utrecht

Utrecht, with its charming canals and historic buildings, is a city that should not be
missed. "Café Olivier" is the perfect spot to enjoy a wide selection of Belgian and
Dutch beers, accompanied by tasty pub snacks such as "kaasstengels" and
"bitterballen." For a unique dining experience, "GYS" offers a menu filled with
delicious vegetarian and vegan options, made from locally sourced organic
ingredients.



The Netherlands may be famous for its windmills, tulips, and picturesque canals,
but its food culture is equally captivating. From traditional hearty dishes to
innovative contemporary cuisine, Dutch food offers something for everyone. By
exploring the local food scene and trying the must-try dishes mentioned in this
guide, you'll gain a deeper understanding of Dutch culture and truly eat like a
local. So, embark on this culinary adventure, indulge in delicious Dutch delights,
and savor every bite. Bon appétit!
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Are you excited about planning your next trip?

Do you want an edible experience?  Would you like some culinary guidance from
a local?  If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this Eat Like a Local
book is for you.  Eat Like a Local- Netherlands gives you the inside scoop on
Netherlands food.  Culinary tourism is an import aspect of any travel experience. 
Food has the ability to tell you a story of a destination, its landscapes, and culture
on a single plate.  Most food guides tell you how to eat like a tourist.  Although
there is nothing wrong with that, as part of the Eat Like a Local series, this book
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will give you a food guide from someone who has lived at your next culinary
destination.

In these pages, you will discover advice on having a unique edible experience.
This book will not tell you exact addresses or hours but instead will give you
excitement and knowledge of food and drinks from a local that you may not find in
other travel food guides.

Eat like a local. Slow down, stay in one place, and get to know the food, people,
and culture. By the time you finish this book, you will be eager and prepared to
travel to your next culinary destination.
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